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Jindra Schmidt:
Czechoslovak Artist & Engraver

By Gene Hessler
Above: P87 John Zizka, who died in 	 INDRA SCHMIDT IS RECOGNIZED BY MANY AS THE MOST

soldiers followed him to more victo-
Blinded in one eye and then the other, j 

formidable security engraver to have worked in Czechoslovakia, now
led soldiers in the Hussite Wars. 	 the Czech Republic. This portrait and picture engraver and designer

was born in Racice at Jammer on 24 June 1897. A number of engravers

1424, was a charismatic soldier who

ries. 	 in Eastern Europe began as xylographers and wood engravers. Jindra
Schmidt worked with K. Kabelka at one of
the last wood engraving workshops in
Prague.

From 1914-1917 Schmidt attended the
High School of Applied Art in Prague where
he studied under Prof. Hofbauer. In 1918 he
was employed at the Printing House
Narodni Politika, where the first Czech bank
notes were printed from plates made in
Vienna. Mr. Schmidt was among the first
engravers to join the new Narodni Banka
Ceskoslovenska (NBCS) (Bank Note
Printing House) in Prague. During his
career Mr. Schmidt also engraved at least
100 postage stamps. Other countries soon
recognized his artistry and requested him to
engrave bank notes for them. Schmidt
retired from the Statni Tiskarna Cenin
(STC) (State Printing Bureau), the successor
to the NBCS in 1967.

During the German occupation of
Czechoslovakia, the western German-speak-

Max Svabinsky by Jindra Schmidt ing section, the Sudetenland, was designated as the Protectorate of Bahmen
and Mohren (Bohemia and Moravia) in March 1939. The first notes to circu-
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late in the protectorate were overprinted 1 and 2 korun notes that had been
intended for the Czech army. Jindra Schmidt designed these two notes.
Apparently the occupiers were anxious to get notes into circulation and did not
notice the image of Liberty on the 1 korun note, and liberty was anathema to
Nazi Germany.

For a subsequent bank note Max A. Vabinska, an artist who stood second
only to Alfons Mucha in Czechoslovakia, created another image of Liberty and
Jindra Schmidt was to engrave it. If the Germans weren't smart enough to
notice the first symbolic image perhaps A. Vabinska and Schmidt could get
away with it again. It didn't work. The engraver was commanded to alter the
image by removing the Liberty Cap. The original image of Liberty was not

used until immediately after the war
in 1945. It appeared on a 100 korun
note.

There was another image of
Liberty that annoyed the Germans,
the likeness that was placed over the
entrance to the NBCS, where the
paper money was printed. The fas-
cade over the entrance was designed
by Alfons Mucha in 1918. The
Liberty Cap was removed from the
stone figure. Martin Srb, one of the
designers and engravers at the STC,
related this story to me when I visit-
ed there in 1990. When I asked
why the Liberty Cap was not
replaced, I was told that the altered
image served as a reminder of what
had happened during the war.

Another assignment Jindra
Schmidt was given during the occu-

Above left: The original version of
Liberty before the alteration.

Above: Liberty after the Liberty Cap

was removed.

Left: P17 Bohemia & Moravia Portrait
of Herzog Wenzal This was the last
note to be issued in Bohemia & Moravia
before the end of World War II.
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Above: P6 Bohemia & Moravia Charles potion was to engrave a portrait of Moses for scrip to be used in the infamous
Bridge with the Prague Castle in the Terezin Concentration Camp. Peter Kein, an inmate at this camp was told to
background. create a bank note design with the image of Moses holding two tablets that

represented the Ten Commandments. The original engraving was not Jewish
enough" for Reinhard Heydrich the Reichsprotektor. Consequently Schmidt

altered the engraving numerous times before this insulting demand was satis-
Below: P11 Bohemia & Moravia 	 fled.
Portrait of Peter Brandt 	 Terezin (Theresienstadt) an 18th century fortress and the surroundings

were transformed into a ghetto and place of

transit to Auschwitz. The Germans used

this place as the model of their humanitari-

anism. Representatives of the Red Cross
made a visit and apparently fell for the

deception.

All visitors were announced well in
advance, which allowed plenty of time for

cosmetic alterations to give the appearance

of a clean and happy (ghetto) village.

"During such visits, with clothing hiding

emaciated bodies of the 'villagers,' children

played openly until the visitors left. A string
quartet would play Brahms or Mozart in the

courtyard for the visitors. To make

Theresienstadt even more normal, paper

money was created in 1943, even though

there was nothing to purchase except some

of the items confiscated from those interned

there.
"Jindra Schmidt engraved a second

version, however the Germans were not
totally happy with it. Heydrich wanted the
facial features distorted and even more lines

on the forehead of Moses. Nevertheless, notes were offset-printed with
Schmidt's second version. The only ultimate use for these Terezin crowns (1-
100 korun) by the unfortunate internees was for deposits on books in the
library. No one bothered to ask for the return of his or her deposits. Relatives

were duped into sending money to the Bank of Jewish Self-Administration,

where it would be converted into Terezin crowns, and carefully deposited in
the appropriate name of a relative." (Hessler, 1998).

My mother's maiden name was Schmidt, so I wondered if Jindra Schmidt
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A self-portrait engraved by Jindra
Schmidt and inscribed to the author.

had family ties to Berlin from where my grandfather had emigrated to
America. Frantiaicek Sedlacek, a friend in Prague, was also a friend of Mr.
Schmidt. I asked him to inquire about the engraver's family history. Mr.
Schmidt was ill at the time and, unfortunately, before my friend thought it
appropriate to ask, Jindra Schmidt died on March 19, 1984.

With the exception of three notes designed for Bohemia & Moravia,
Jindra Schmidt engraved the following bank notes:

Bank Notes
Cuba

P94 & 100 Castro Entering Havana, 1 peso (back).
P97 & 105 C. Cienfuegos, 20 pesos.

Bohemia & Moravia
P2 J. Jungmann, 5 kr. (des.).
P3	 Girl, 1 kr. (des.).
P4 Woman, 5 kr. (des.).
P7 Prague Castle & Charles Bridge, 50 kr.
P9 Boy (des. B. Fojtacek), 20 kr.
P10 Bohemian Woman (art by J. Manes), 50 kr.
P11 P. Brandl, 500 kr.
P13-15 P. Parler, 1000 kr.
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P17 H. Wenzel, 5000 kr. Czechoslovakia
P91 Farm Couple (des. F. Herman), 100 korun.
P67 Liberty (des. M. A Vabinska), 100 kr.
P87 J. Zizka (des. K. Svolinska), 25 kr.

Slovakia
P5 Andrej Hlinka, 20 kr.
P13 King Svatopluk & Sons (des. S. Bednar), 1000 kr.

Theresenstadt (Terezin)
NL Moses, 1 - 100 kr.

Guinea
P12 - 15A Sekou Toure, 50 - 5000 francs.

Mali
P1 -4 Moclibo Keita, 50- 1000 francs.

Poland
P139 Man, 100 zlotych.

Romania
P62 & 67 Men with Torch, 100 lei.
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The original engraving of Moses.
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Above: Theresenstadt (Terezin) NL Moses,
50-kronen. All notes 1-100 K had the same
design.

Left: The design that was used on the
notes.
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